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Everything Bad is Good for You Psychology Press
Media Experiences: Engaging with Drama and Reality
Television travels across people and popular culture, exploring
the pathways to engagement and the various ways in which
we shape and are shaped by the media landscapes in which
we move. This exploration includes the voices and bodies,
sights and sounds of audiences as they experience
entertainment through television drama, reality TV, at live
events, and within digital television itself as actors, participants
and producers. It is about the people who create the drama,
live events and reality entertainment that we experience. This
book traverses the relationships between producers and
audiences in shared places of a media imagination. Annette
Hill’s research draws on interviews and observations with over
500 producers and audience members to explore cultures of
viewing across different genres, such as Nordic noir crime
drama The Bridge, cult conspiracy thriller Utopia, and reality
television audiences and participants in global formats
MasterChef and Got to Dance. The research highlights how
trends such as multi-screening, catch up viewing, amateur
media and piracy work alongside counter-trends in retro
television viewing where people relish the social ritual of
watching live television, or create a social media blackout for
immersive viewing. Media Experiences bridges the divide
between industry and academia, highlighting how producers
and audiences co-create, shape and limit experiences within
emerging mediascapes.
The Makeover British Film Institute
Drawing on cultural theory and interviews with fans, cast
members and producers, this book places the reality TV
trend within a broader social context, tracing its relationship
to the development of a digitally enhanced, surveillance-
based interactive economy and to a savvy mistrust of
mediated reality in general. Surveying several successful
reality TV formats, the book links the rehabilitation of 'Big
Brother' to the increasingly important economic role played
by the work of being watched. The author enlists critical
social theory to examine how the appeal of 'the real' is
deployed as a pervasive but false promise of democratization.
The Surveillance of Women on Reality Television Edinburgh University
Press
Competition talent shows have been among the most popular on television
in the 21st century. The producers of these shows claim to give ordinary
people extraordinary opportunities to change their lives by showcasing a
specific skill leading to a new career trajectory. Most participants will claim
that they entered to get a big break and to develop a career they have
always dreamed of. To what extent do these shows deliver on such
promises? Following through what happens to leading contestants in
singing, entertainment, modelling, cooking and business entrepreneur
competitions, this book shows that few go on to achieve lasting success in
their chosen career. Many return to obscurity or to their previous lives.
Some enjoy a low level career in the new direction delivered by the
competition they entered. Just a few become truly successful. The pop and
entertainment themed contests have discovered just a handful of major pop
stars and entertainers out of many hundreds who have taken part after the
initial auditions. Turning to the cookery or business franchises, there are
few who go on to achieve lasting success in their chosen career. In these it
is equally likely that the winners go on to enjoy success with media careers
rather than as chefs or entrepreneurs. The most successful franchise of all is
the fashion model competition (Next Top Model), which has yielded a high
hit rate in terms of career success. What the analysis here also reveals is
that it isn’t only the winners who ultimately benefit the most from their
appearances in these shows. Moreover, television picks its own stars by
recruiting contestants because they are telegenic or have a good backstory
as much as for their relevant talents. In this way, a talent hungry medium
has co-opted these franchises to replenish its own needs.
The Politics of Reality Television NYU Press
As reality television extends into the
experiences of the everyday, it makes dramatic
and often shocking the mundane aspects of our
intimate relations. This book addresses the
impact of this endless opening out of intimacy
as an entertainment trend that erodes the
traditional boundaries between spectator and
performer.
Restyling Factual TV Blue Rose Publishers
From the New York Times bestselling author of How We Got To Now and
Farsighted Forget everything you’ve ever read about the age of dumbed-
down, instant-gratification culture. In this provocative, unfailingly intelligent,
thoroughly researched, and surprisingly convincing big idea book, Steven
Johnson draws from fields as diverse as neuroscience, economics, and media
theory to argue that the pop culture we soak in every day—from Lord of the
Rings to Grand Theft Auto to The Simpsons—has been growing more
sophisticated with each passing year, and, far from rotting our brains, is

actually posing new cognitive challenges that are actually making our minds
measurably sharper. After reading Everything Bad is Good for You, you will
never regard the glow of the video game or television screen the same way
again. With a new afterword by the author.
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers
The Politics of Reality Television encompasses an international selection
of expert contributions who consider the specific ways media migrations
test our understanding of, and means of investigating, reality television
across the globe. The book addresses a wide range of topics, including:
the global circulation and local adaptation of reality television formats
and franchises the production of fame and celebrity around hitherto
"ordinary" people the transformation of self under the public eye the
tensions between fierce loyalties to local representatives and imagined
communities bonding across regional and ethnic divides the struggle
over the meanings and values of reality television across a range of
national, regional, gender, class and religious contexts. This book will be
of interest to undergraduate and postgraduate students on a range of
Media and Television Studies courses, particularly those on the
globalisation of television and media, and reality television.
Reality TV ABC-CLIO
Named a Best Nonfiction Book of 2022 by Esquire A sociological
study of reality TV that explores its rise as a culture-dominating
medium—and what the genre reveals about our attitudes toward
race, gender, class, and sexuality What do we see when we watch
reality television? In True Story: What Reality TV Says About Us,
the sociologist and TV-lover Danielle J. Lindemann takes a long,
hard look in the “funhouse mirror” of this genre. From the first
episodes of The Real World to countless rose ceremonies to the
White House, reality TV has not just remade our entertainment
and cultural landscape (which it undeniably has). Reality TV,
Lindemann argues, uniquely reflects our everyday experiences and
social topography back to us. Applying scholarly
research—including studies of inequality, culture, and
deviance—to specific shows, Lindemann layers sharp insights with
social theory, humor, pop cultural references, and anecdotes from
her own life to show us who we really are. By taking reality TV
seriously, True Story argues, we can better understand key
institutions (like families, schools, and prisons) and broad social
constructs (such as gender, race, class, and sexuality). From The
Bachelor to Real Housewives to COPS and more (so much
more!), reality programming unveils the major circuits of power
that organize our lives—and the extent to which our own realities
are, in fact, socially constructed. Whether we’re watching
conniving Survivor contestants or three-year-old beauty queens,
these “guilty pleasures” underscore how conservative our
society remains, and how steadfastly we cling to our notions about
who or what counts as legitimate or “real.” At once an
entertaining chronicle of reality TV obsession and a pioneering
work of sociology, True Story holds up a mirror to our society: the
reflection may not always be pretty—but we can’t look away.
Media Experiences Springer
In The Drama of Reality Television: The Lives of Youth in Liquid
Modern Times, Danielle Ligocki shares the personal accounts of
seven young people whose lives are being shaped by both reality
television and the liquid modern time we are living in today.
Millennials Killed the Video Star Routledge
Jonathan Bignell presents a wide-ranging analysis of the television
phenomenon of the early twenty-first century: Reality TV,
exploring its cultural and political meanings, explaining the genesis
of the form and its relationship to contemporary television
production, and considering how it connects with, and breaks
away from, factual and fictional conventions in television.
Relationships with surveillance, celebrity and media culture are
examined, leading to an appraisal of the directions that television
culture is taking in the new century. His highly-readable style is
accessible to readers at all levels of Culture and Media studies.
Reality TV Routledge
This book analyzes how reality television fuelled heated polemics over cultural
authenticity, gender relations, and political participation in the Middle East.
Reality TV Penguin
Featuring scholarly perspectives from around the globe and
drawing on a legacy of television studies, but with an eye toward
the future, this authoritative collection examines both the
thoroughly global nature of television and the multiple and varied
experiences that constitute television in the twenty-first century.
Companion chapters include original essays by some of the leading
scholars of television studies as well as emerging voices engaging
television on six continents, offering readers a truly global range of
perspectives. The volume features multidisciplinary analyses that
offer models and guides for the study of global television, with
approaches focused on the theories, audiences, content, culture,
and institutions of television. A wide array of examples and case
studies engage the transforming practices, technologies, systems,
and texts constituing television around the world today, providing
readers with a contemporary and multi-faceted perspective. In this

volume, editor Shawn Shimpach has brought together an essential
guide to understanding television in the world today, how it works
and what it means – perfect for students, scholars, and anyone else
interested in television, global media studies, and beyond.
Reality Bites Back Routledge
Watch this show, buy this product, you can be a whole new you!
Makeover television shows repeatedly promise self-renewal and the
opportunity for reinvention, but what do we know about the
people who watch them? As it turns out, surprisingly little. The
Makeover is the first book to consider the rapid rise of makeover
shows from the perspectives of their viewers. Katherine Sender
argues that this genre of reality television continues a long history
of self-improvement, shaped through contemporary media,
technological, and economic contexts. Most people think that
reality television viewers are ideological dupes and obliging
consumers. Sender, however, finds that they have a much more
nuanced and reflexive approach to the shows they watch. They are
critical of the instruction, the consumer plugs, and the
manipulative editing in the shows. At the same time, they buy into
the shows’ imperative to construct a reflexive self: an inner self
that can be seen as if from the outside, and must be explored and
expressed to others. The Makeover intervenes in debates about
both reality television and audience research, offering the concept
of the reflexive self to move these debates forward.
The Routledge Companion to Global Television Farrar, Straus and
Giroux
Between 1995 and 2000, the number of music videos airing on MTV
dropped by 36 percent. As an alternative to the twenty-four-hour video
jukebox the channel had offered during its early years, MTV created an
original cycle of scripted reality shows, including Laguna Beach, The
Hills, The City, Catfish, and Jersey Shore, which were aimed at
predominantly white youth audiences. In Millennials Killed the Video
Star Amanda Ann Klein examines the historical, cultural, and industrial
factors leading to MTV's shift away from music videos to reality
programming in the early 2000s and 2010s. Drawing on interviews with
industry workers from programs such as The Real World and Teen
Mom, Klein demonstrates how MTV generated a coherent discourse on
youth and identity by intentionally leveraging stereotypes about race,
ethnicity, gender, and class. Klein explores how this production cycle,
which showcased a variety of ways of being in the world, has played a
role in identity construction in contemporary youth culture—ultimately
shaping the ways in which Millennial audiences of the 2000s thought
about, talked about, and embraced a variety of identities.
Real Talk: Reality Television and Discourse Analysis in Action
John Wiley & Sons
American viewers are attracted to what they see as the non-
scripted, unpredictable freshness of reality television. But although
the episodes may not be scripted, the shows are constructed within
a deliberately designed framework, reflecting societal values. The
political, economic and personal issues of reality TV are in many
ways simply an exaggerated version of everyday life, allowing us to
identify (perhaps more closely than we care to admit) with the
characters onscreen. With 16 essays from scholars around the
world, this volume discusses the notion of representation in reality
television. It explores how both audiences and producers negotiate
the gulf between representations and truth in reality shows such as
Survivor, The Apprentice, Big Brother, The Nanny, American
Idol, Extreme Makeover, Joe Millionaire and The Amazing Race.
Various identity categories and character types found in these
shows are discussed and the accuracy of their television portrayal
examined. Dealing with the concept of reality, audience reception,
gender roles, minority portrayal and power issues, the book
provides an in-depth look at what we see, or think we see, in
“reality” TV. Instructors considering this book for use in a
course may request an examination copy here.
Reality T.V. Emerald Group Publishing
Reality TV has changed television and changed reality, even if we are not
among the millions who watch. Written for a broad audience, this
accessible overview addresses questions such as: How real is reality TV?
How do its programs represent gender, sex, class, and race? How does
reality TV relate to politics, to consumer society, to surveillance? What
kind of ethics are on display? Drawing on current media research and
the author’s own analysis, this study encompasses the history and
evolution of reality television, its production of reflexive selves and
ordinary celebrity, its advertising and commercialization, and its
spearheading of new relations between television and social media. To
dismiss this programming as trivial is easy. Deery demonstrates that
reality television merits serious attention and her incisive analysis will
interest students in media studies, cultural studies, politics, sociology,
and anyone who is simply curious about this global phenomenon.
Big Bother Cambridge University Press
From early first-wave programs such as Candid Camera, An American
Family, and The Real World to the shows on our television screens and
portable devices today, reality television consistently takes us to
cities--such as New York, Los Angeles, and Boston--to imagine the
place of urbanity in American culture and society. Jon Kraszewski offers
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the first extended account of this phenomenon, as he makes the politics
of urban space the center of his history and theory of reality television.
Kraszewski situates reality television in a larger economic transformation
that started in the 1980s when America went from an industrial
economy, when cities were home to all classes, to its post-industrial
economy as cities became key points in a web of global financing,
expelling all economic classes except the elite and the poor. Reality
television in the industrial era reworked social relationships based on
class, race, and gender for liberatory purposes, which resulted in an
egalitarian ethos in the genre. However, reality television of the post-
industrial era attempts to convince viewers that cities still serve their
interests, even though most viewers find city life today economically
untenable. Each chapter uses a key theoretical concept from spatial
theory--such as power geometries, diasporic nostalgia, orientalism, the
imagination of social expulsions, and the relationship between the
country and the city--to illuminate the way reality television engages this
larger transformation of urban space in America.
The Ethics of Reality TV Seal Press
Rachel E. Dubrofsky examines the reality TV series The Bachelor and
The Bachelorette in one of the first book-length feminist analysis of the
reality TV genre. The research found in The Surveillance of Women on
Reality TV: Watching The Bachelor and The Bachelorette meets the
growing need for scholarship on the reality genre. This book asks us to
be attentive to how the surveillance context of the program impacts
gendered and racialized bodies. Dubrofsky takes up issues that cut
across the U.S. cultural landscape: the use of surveillance in the creation
of entertainment products, the proliferation of public confession and its
configuration as a therapeutic tool, the ways in which women's displays
of emotion are shown on television, the changing face of popular
feminist discourse (notions of choice and empowerment), and the
recentering of whiteness in popular media.
Reacting to Reality Television University of Queensland
Press(Australia)
Big Brother is watching you, but who is watching Big Brother, and
why? Big Bother answers these questions and more in this in-depth
analysis of the Big Brother phenomenon. Not just a behind-the-
scenes look at Australia's groundbreaking first series, this book is
also a valuable companion for subsequent series.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication Research Methods Greenhaven
Publishing LLC
A collection of essays, which provide a comprehensive picture of how and
why the genre of reality television emerged, what it means, how it differs from
earlier television programming, and how it engages societies, industries, and
individuals.
Reality of Reality Television John Wiley & Sons
Tracing the history of reality TV from Candid Camera to The
Osbournes, Understanding Reality Television examines a range of
programmes which claim to depict 'real life'.
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